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l.INTRODUCTION

Many ecological problems (e.g. exact spatial
prediction of ecosystem types or species abun-
dance) request spatially intensive and at the same

time very precise climatic data. Available data
from meteorological stations are usually not satis-

factory for a local climatic field description, espe-

cially in the Karst regions where the relief strongly
modifies the global climatic field.
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In these cases, information about local climatic
variability (topoclimatic field) are very important
for clearly understanding and predicting the spatial
phenomena which are affected by the topoclimate.
These correlations are often obvious even on the
qualitative level (see e.g. Horvat 1953).

Additional field measurements (e.g. Bertovi6
1975a) are often also unsatisfactory data source,

because they cannot provide a sufficiently dense

sample on larger areas. The vegetational study of
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Abstract - 
The possibilities of the raster-GlS topoclimatic modelling and its applicability in the

Karst bioclimatology have been generally presented. The short descriptions of the particular models
derived from the digital elevation model include: terrain slope, relative terrain orientation, terrain cur-
vature, direct and diffuse insolation, altitude in the sinkhole, flow accumulation and exposure to wind.

These models are spatially exact and also spatially intensive, and they do not have a practical altema-

tive in precise studies of spatial distribution of ecosystem types, particular species or biodiversity. The

other contribution in the same volume summarizes the results of such a study on the Croatian Karst.
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SaZetak - Mogu6nosti rasterskog GIS topoklimatskog modeliranja i njegova primjena u bioklima-
tologiji kria prikazani su op6enito. Kratki opisi pojedinih modela izvedenih iz digitalnog modela re-

ljefa uktjuduju: nagib terena, relativnu orijentaciju terena, zakrivljenost terena, direktnu i difuznu inso-

laciju, visinu u ponikvi, akumulaciju tedenja i izloZenost vjetru. Ti su modeli prostorno egzaktni i
istovremeno prostomo intenzivni, te nemaju praktidne alternative u preciznim studijama prostornih

razdioba tipova ekosustava, pojedinih vrsta ili bioloike raznolikosti. Poseban prilog u istom broju saZi-

ma rezultate takve studije na hrvatskom krSu.
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Bertovi6 (197 5a) for Zavii.an (Mount Velebit,
Croatia) is an instructive example: one main and
six additional climatological stations on less than
24 km2 of a 'leopard skin' of almost thirty vegeta-
tion types (differEnt forests, shrublands, grass-
lands, screes and cliffs) under the same geological
conditions, is probably spatially the richest clima-
tological sample for the entire Croatian Karst.

Spatial modelling is a possible apprqpch for the
solution of these problems. It is a grolp of algo-
rithms that can be applied to simulate and estimate
the spatial distribution of hardly measurable vari-
ables. This paper gives a short review of these
methods.

2. SPATIAL MODELLING BASED ON DIGI-
TAL ELEVATION MODEL

The digital elevation model (DEM) is a cluster
of geographical points, with coordinates arranged
in a suitable way for computer processing, that rep-
resents one part of the Earth's surface. There are
several possible types of data arrangement in the
DEM (see e.g. Fritsch and Pfannenstein, 1992), the
regular square grid being the most suitable type for
application in spatial modelling. This type of DEM
has usually been produced by the digitalization and
rasterization of topographic maps.

The spatial modelling described here comprises
functions that include the DEM as the basic argu-
ment. The results of these functions are also grids
that represent distributions of modelled values in
the same geographical space. A spatial model rep-
resenting one topoclimatic field could be named
topoclimatic model. Theoretically, such model
simulates a topoclimatic field and approximates re-
sults of spatially intensive climatological measure-
ments. Practically, many of these models do not
have a methodological alternative, especially on
the dissected relief of the Karst areas, with strong
local topoclimatic contrasts that require a spatially
dense sample of measurements.

Examples of topoclimatic models

l. Digital elevation model

The DEM could be considered as a separate
topoclimatic estimator in the sense of it indirectly
representing the altitudinal temperature and/or pre-
cipitation gradient, but only if it is approximatively

linear (e.g. as in Penzar 1959). In other cases, the
DEM could be an independent variable in the func-
tions that describe mentioned gradient (e.g. Pache

et al 1996). An example of a DEM (central part of
NP Risnjak, Croatia) is shown on Figure la. This
DEM is also a basis for the following models. All
these models have a resolution (pixel dimensions)
of10x10m.

2. Teruain slope

Terrain slope can also be considered as an indi-
rect topoclimatic variable, because steeper areas

are locally dryer, due to shallower soils with more
rocks on the surface. The terrain slope (see Figure
1b) is usually calculated as the maximal slope of
the regression plane through a3 x3 neigbourhood
for each pixel in the DEM.

3. Relative terrain orientdtion

Terrain orientation can represent an additional
indirect estimator of the precipitation quantity in
the sense of declination of the dominant incoming
precipitation direction (e.g. as in Penzar 1959).
This declination can be calculated as the angle dis-
tance between the terrain slope azimuth and the in-
coming precipitation azimuth. Figure 1c represents

a relative terrain orientation toward the west.

4. Terrain curvature

Terrain curvature shows the rate ofchange ofthe
surface slope in a given direction. A curvature in
the direction of maximal tenain slope (profile cur-
vature, see Figure 1d) affects the acceleration and

deceleration of flow, and therefore influences ero-
sion and deposition. A curvature in the direction
perpendicular to the direction of the maximal ter-
rain slope (planform curvature, Figure 1e) influ-
ences the convergence and divergence of flow.

5. Flow accumulation

The number of pixels that gravitate to the given
pixel (the relative basin area for that pixel) can be a

potential estimator of soil moisture, together with
the different hydraulic characteristics of the soils
(Beven 1978, Beven and Kirkby 1979, Burt and
Butcher 1985, O'Loughlin 1986, Wolock et al.
1989). Application to the Karst areas requires in-
clusion of geological porosity as an additional est!
mator that hardly affects the surface flow (see

Figure lf, based on the geological data by
BoZidevii etal.1994).
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Figure 1. Examples of topoclimatic models for the central part of NP Risnjak (Croatia).

Model values in the gray scale: black = minimum, white = maximum (* reversely).

Slika 1. Primjeri topoklimatskih modela za srediSnji dio NP Risnjak (Hrvatska). Vrijednosti modela u skali sivih

tonova: crno = najmanje, bijelo = najveie (* obrnuto).
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6. Solar irradiance

Three basic components can be distinguished in
the total incoming insolation: direct irradiance, dif-
fuse sky irradiance and irradiance reflected by
nearby terrain (see Figure 2). Spatial modelling of
the direct cornponent is an iterative procedure
based on self-shadowing and shadows cast by sur-
rounding terrain calculated on the DEM for each
unit of daily integration e.g. hours (see also Hetrick
et al. 1993, Dubayah 1994, Dubayah and Rich
1995). For this purpose, the necessary daily dy-
namics of direct radiatic/llon a horizontal surface
under a completely unobstructed sky can be theo-
retically estimated (e.g. as in Hetrick et aI. 1993),
empirical (as in Antoni (, et al. 1994 and in Dubayah
1994) or relative to the daily total (Antonie D96,
using the approach of Soler and Gopinathan 1994
and also Marki and Penzar 1994). The result pre-
sented here (Figure 1g) is the first principal com-
ponent (e.g. Johnson and Wichern 1988) of the
twelve monthly models. Diffuse irradiance is a
function of terrain slope (Duffie and Beckman
197 6) and the unobstructed portion of the overly-
ing hemisphere (Dozier and Frew 1990). Figure th
shows a spatial model of diffuse irradiance also
relative to the daily total that is constant for each
hour during the day and each day during the year.
The reflected component is a function of terrairi
albedo and slope (Duffie and Beckman 1976) and
it can be ignored, especially in the vegetation peri-
od (Antonii 1996, using Penzar and Penzar 1989
and Penzar and Marki 1992).

7. Temperature inversion in sinkholes

Temperature inversion in Karst sinkholes is a
well-known topoclimatic phenomenon (Kitaibel
1802 in Degen 1936, Kerner 1876, Horvat 1953,
Bertovi6 1975a). The local thermic field in the
sinkhole can be easily estimated by the sinkhole
depth for each pixel that can be modelled as fol-
lows. First, all sinks in the DEM (pixels without
surface outflow) must be selected. Then, the entire
DEM must be divided into local basins that gravi-
tate to the respective sink (see also Marks et al.
1984 and Mark 1988). If these basins were hypo-
thetically filled with water, the points where the
water would pour out can be considered as the low-
est point of each sinkhole edge. Finally, the sink-
hole depths (Figure li) are calculated for each pix-
el in the basin that is lower than the respective
sinkhole edge as an altitudinal difference from the
edge. The higher pixels are set to zero as open
slopes without temperature inversion. The inverse

Figure 2. Components of incoming solar irradiance (A
- direct irradiance, B - diffuse sky irradiance, C - ina-
diance reflected by nearby tenain) and some indepen-
dent variables in the solar irradiance modelling (a -
Sun azimuth, B - Sun elevation, o - horizon elevation,
elevation of the unobstructed part of the sky).

Slika 2. Komponente dozradene Sunieve energije (A -
direktna radijacija, B - difuzna.radijacija od neba, C -

radijacija odbijena od okolnog terena) i neke nezavisne
varijable u modeliranju Sundeve radijacije (c - azimut
Sunca, B - kutna visina Sunca, ro - kutna visina nezak-

lonjenog neba, kutna visina horizonta).

altitudinal ternperature gradient is probably not lin-
ear in the sinkhole but inversely proportional to the
area of the horizontal sinkhole section for each pix-
el, in the sense of a temperature equalization level.
This area can be approximately modelled for each
pixel in terms of respective sinkhole depth, maxi-
mal sinkhole depth and average sinkhole slope (see

Figure 3), but the final application requires field
measurements of temperature at the representative
sample of sinkholes.

8. Exposure to wind

Exposure to wind can be modelled as the maxi-
mal horizon elevation for a given direction and
search distance (see Figure 4). A further estimator
could be terrain exposure to the wind that hypo-
thetically comes from the horizon in ten-ns of ter-
rain slope, aspect, given wind direction and respec-
tive horizon elevation. A better knowledge about
wind streaming over the relief is necessary for the
development of an exact model. The preliminary
results presented here (Figure 1j,k,1) are the princi-
pal components (e.g. Johnson and Wichern 1988)
of the separate horizon angle models (search dis-
tance 30 and 300 m) and the respective models of
terrain exposure, each for eight cardinal directions.

New topoclimatic models can be developed as
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Figure 3. Independent variables in the modelling of the

area of a horizontal sinkhole section (a - maximal sink-
hole depth, b - depth of the particular pixel, B - approx-

imate average slope in the sinkhole).

Slika 3. Nezavisne varijable pri modeliranju povr5ine

horizontalnog presjeka ponikve (a - najveia dubina
ponikve, b - dubina odredenog piksela, B - aproksirna-

tivni srednji nagib u ponikvi).

functions of the models presented (e.g. Brown
1994 calculates snow accumulation potential in
terms of altitude, relative orientation to the pre-

dominant winter winds and terrain curvature).

Used software and possible further processing

Most of the models presented, or their compo-
nents, are avaliable as standard functions in the

new PC raster-GlS software package Model Jor
Windows 1.1 (Antonii et al" 1994, Bu5eli6 1996,

contact the author for further information), Exclud-
ing the calculation in the basin, which will be avail-
able in the next version. The flow accurnulation
and temperature inversion models presented have

been developed in the Arclnfo GRID software
package for UNIX workstations.

All these models can be included in the geo-
graphic information systerns (GtrS) together with
other relevant layers, e.g. spatial distribution of
ecosystem types, biodiversity or species abun-
dance (see also Bridgewater 1993, Haines-Young

et al. i993, Stow i993, Goodchild 1994)" Virtual
sampling (systematic or randorn) of different GIS

layers provides data matrices that are a suitable in-
put for statistical and numerical analyses (e.g. cor-
relation, discrimination, clustering etc.).

search direction and distance
#
0xv

Figure 4" Some possible relations between search dis-
tance and horizon elevation: for point A - under dis-
tance 'x', the critical point is B, under distance 'y', the

critical point is D; for point C - the critical point is D
under both distances; for point E - the horizon eleva-

t'ion is set to zero.

Slika 4. Neki moguii odnosi izmedu udaljenosti pre-

tralivanja i kutne visine horizonta: za todku A - uz

udaljenost 'x' kritidna todka je B, uz udaljenost 'y'
kritidna todka je D; za todku C - kitidna todka je D uz

obje udaljenosti; za todku E - kutna visina horizontaje
nula.

3. APPLICATIONS IN ECOLOGY

The application of these models is strongly af-

fected by the computer computational resources.

Consequently, these methods are relatively new

and the existing number of respective ecological

studies is relatively small.

A relatively large number of applications have

tried to solve the problem of the spatial distribution

of ecosystems types (e.g. Burke et al. 1989, Saving

et al. 1993, Brown 1994, Walsh et al. 1994.,

Antonid 1996).

Topoclimatic models can also be applied as spa-

tial estimators of species abundance, biodiversity,

dendrometric parameters (standardized tree height,

crown height, radial increment and its variability)

and ecosystem pollution (Antoni6 1996). The other

contribution in this volume summarizes the results

of Antoni6's (1996) study, which is the first appli-

cation of the models presented to the Karst ecolo-

gv.

Spatially exact simulations under different con-

ditions, e.g. presumed climatic changes (e.g.

Brzeziecki et al. 1995), could be probably im-
proved by using these models.
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A similar approach is also.possible in soil ero-
sion studies (e.g. Niemann and Howes 1991). A fu-
ture increase in the number of applications can be

genneraly expected in a wide range of ecological
and other spatial problems.

4. FUTURE RESEARCH

Future research should have three general objec-

tives:

l. A more adequate defirdtion oJ topoclimatic esti-

mators

The model of incoming solar irradiance seems to
be more complex than the other models presented.

In fact, the other models are only possible compo-
nents ofbasic stochastical processes that are much
more complex and insufficiently known, as op-
posed to the well-known and deterministic key
components of the irradiance model. A more ade-

quate definition of other important topoclimatic es-

timators (e.g. developmeht of an integral model of
soil moisture in terms of solar irradiance, precipita-
tion quantity, wind evaporation, flow accumula-
tion, terrain curvature, including the relevant pedo-

Iogical and geological parameters) is probably
achievable by using a representative sample of
field measurements and by building stochastical
models based on collected data in terms of the
models presented.

2. A macroclimatic calibration of topo c limatic
models

The models described are only local or maybe
regional topoclimatic estimators, because the
macroclimatic field cannot be neglecfed on larger
areas. The main meteorological stations could
probably provide suitable data for the modelling of
the macroclimatic field. A general approach could
follow e.g. PandZi6 (1989), but some of the models
presented, e.g. the DEM, and exposure to maritime
winds could probably provide better results (see

also Antoni6 and Lovri6, 1996).

3. The building oJ'models of microclimate impact

In spatially complex ecosystems (e.g. forests),
the microclimatic field could be locally very con-
trasting under the same topoclimatic conditions.
Suitable data sources for a spatially intensive mod-
elling of the microclimatic field could probably be

terrestrial and/or air photogrammetric records, sup-

ported by a representative sample of microclimatic
measurements.

\

5.INSTEAD OF A CONCLUSION

Bertovi6's important study (1975b), realized in
close collaboration between climatologists and

ecologists, provides general knowledge about the

relation between the macroclimate and the major
vegetation types in Croatia. More than twenty
years later, we need a better and spalially exact un-

derstanding ofthis relation, as a basis for the opti-
mal management of natural resources, especially
on the Karst areas. The approach presented here

could be a suitable frame for this kind of ecoclima-
tological studies.
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